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Characterizing protein crystal contacts and their
role in crystallization: rubredoxin as a case study

Diana Fusco,a Jeffrey J. Headd,b Alfonso De Simone,c Jun Wangd

and Patrick Charbonneau*ade

The fields of structural biology and soft matter have independently sought out fundamental principles to

rationalize protein crystallization. Yet the conceptual differences and the limited overlap between the

two disciplines have thus far prevented a comprehensive understanding of the phenomenon to emerge.

We conduct a computational study of proteins from the rubredoxin family that bridges the two fields.

Using atomistic simulations, we characterize the protein crystal contacts, and accordingly

parameterize patchy particle models. Comparing the phase diagrams of these schematic models with

experimental results enables us to critically examine the assumptions behind the two approaches. The

study also reveals features of protein–protein interactions that can be leveraged to crystallize proteins

more generally.
† The meaning of non-specic protein–protein interactions depends on the
disciplinary context. In chemistry, it distinguishes certain attraction forces from
others, although the classication of the various physical mechanisms is not
unambiguous,15 (§18.8). In biophysics, the distinction between specic and
non-specic interactions typically relies on the existence of an energy gap that
clearly divides a single, strong (specic) interaction from the other

16,17
1 Introduction

In spite of the recent advances in NMR techniques,1

X-ray and neutron diffraction crystallography remain the
methods of choice for high-precision protein structure
determination. Sophisticated screening methods and the
parallel testing of several different crystallization
conditions have signicantly increased the number of depos-
ited protein structures and complexes.2 Yet the lack of
systematic ways to crystallize proteins still limits the timely
and cost-effective use of crystallography. This experimental
bottleneck notably constrains our understanding of certain
biochemical mechanisms and our ability to design
better drugs and biomaterials.2–11 Developing a more quanti-
tative characterization of protein crystallization is therefore
fundamental to advance both biological and bio-inspired
research.

From a physical viewpoint, protein crystallization should
follow from a detailed description of protein–protein interac-
tions.2,12–14 In contrast to the interactions that drive protein
complex formation and protein–target association, which are
on average stronger and evolutionarily tuned to be selective,
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the interactions that drive crystallization are thought to be non-
specic.† Two recent studies, however, present crystal contacts
under a more probing light. First, Cieślik and Derewenda
found that crystal contacts are enriched for glycine and small
hydrophobic residues, and depleted in large polar residues with
high side-chain entropy, such as lysine and glutamic acids.23

Second, mining a database recording the output of hundreds of
crystallization experiments, Price et al. found that proteins with
a large fraction of glycine and alanine on their surface are more
likely to have been successfully crystallized.24 These observations
provide immediate statistical support for the surface entropy
reduction (SER) mutagenesis strategy, which recommends
replacing high-entropy surface residues with alanine to facilitate
crystal formation.12,25,26 More fundamentally, these studies
also suggest that crystal contacts correspond to non-randomly
(non-specic) ones. In molecular biology, specic interactions are deemed
responsible for the stoichiometric recognition of a given target, while
non-specic interactions arise from the promiscuous yet non-biologically
relevant association of molecules.18–21 Specic interactions have thus been
evolutionarily tuned to be free-energetically strong and geometrically oriented,
while non-specic attractions have not. This general weakness, however, may
itself have evolved so as to prevent pathological aggregation.16,22 Note that
although these three denitions are not necessarily orthogonal to one another,
we here specically aim to clarify the last one. When applied to crystal contacts
it has indeed been used to suggest that these biologically non-functional
interactions are in many ways indistinguishable from interfaces obtained by
randomly bringing two proteins together.16

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2014
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selected regions of the protein surface. To some degree, it
should thus be possible to control these weak yet directional,
i.e., patchy, protein–protein interactions by tuning the solution
conditions or by mutating certain surface residues. A key
missing insight to developing crystallization strategies is thus
understanding the context in which these interactions can
result in regular protein assembly.

The so matter viewpoint on particle interactions presents a
possible answer to this challenge. The observation that short-
range isotropic attraction between particles results in a gas–
liquid critical point that lies below the crystal solubility
regime,27,28 in particular, offers a rst analogy for the solution
behavior of proteins.29–31 In these model systems successful
crystallization can most easily be achieved in the region
between the solubility line, above which the system does not
aggregate because the disperse phase is stable, and the critical
point, below which the system typically forms “amorphous”
materials that are useless for crystallography.32 Though
appealing in their simplicity, isotropic description of protein–
protein interactions are, however, too simplistic.29,33–36 Partly in
response to this difficulty, a broad array of schematic models
with anisotropic, directional attraction, i.e., patchymodels, have
been developed.37,38

Although both the structural biology and the so matter
elds target the same problem, a large gap between the two
research lines remains to be lled before synergistic experi-
mental guidance can be provided. In particular, although
anisotropy plays a key role in physical models for protein crys-
tallization,39–41 little characterization of the directional interac-
tion between proteins at crystal contacts has been done,42

leaving most of the physical assumptions behind patchy models
untested. Can these models explain the results of crystallo-
graphic experiments if they are parameterized using actual
protein–protein interactions? If yes, the relation between the
resulting phase diagrams and protein–protein interactions
should allow one to rationally alter these interactions, in order
to control protein crystal assembly.

In this article, we answer this question for simple proteins of
the rubredoxin family, using a hybrid atomistic and schematic
simulation approach. Classical atomistic simulations charac-
terize the differences and similarities in the crystal contact
interactions of three closely related small globular proteins
from the rubredoxin family: (a) the wild-type from Pyrococcus
furious (wt-RbPf, PDB code: 1BRF),43 (b) its W3Y/I23V/L32I
mutant (mut-RbPf, PDB code: 1IU5),44 and (c) the W4L/R5S
mutant from Pyrococcus abyssi (mut-RbPa, PDB code: 1YK4).45

Through a comparative analysis, we identify themolecular basis
of these protein–protein interactions, and parameterize patchy
models whose phase diagrams are then compared with experi-
mental crystallization conditions. The validity of this strategy is
supported by the recent success of multiscale descriptions of
protein aggregation.46 By showing that the models and the
experimental results agree fairly well, we nd that increasing
the solution temperature may sometimes produce better crys-
tallization conditions. We also suggest ways to improve SER and
sketch a framework for developing physically representative
patchy models of proteins.
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2014
The plan of this paper is as follows. In Section 2, we describe
the atomistic and schematic models as well as the corre-
sponding molecular dynamics (MD) and Monte Carlo method-
ologies. In Section 3, we report the MD potential of mean force
(PMF) analysis for each protein and the phase diagrams of the
corresponding schematic models. We then compare these
phase diagrams to experimental crystallization conditions,
which help understand the role of salt in rubredoxin crystalli-
zation. Section 4 discusses how our ndings illuminate the SER
method and the patchy particle models of proteins. Section 5
summarizes our conclusions and discusses possible future
research directions.
2 Models and simulation methods

Hypethermophilic rubredoxins are an excellent model system
for the computational study we present here. First, their core is
characterized by more hydrogen bonding and electrostatic
interactions than those of their mesophilic counterparts, which
reduces their conformational exibility and justies the use of
relatively short molecular dynamics simulations to capture the
relevant protein dynamics.47 Second, these proteins have a tight
hydrophobic core packing, which motivates the hard sphere
analogy. Third, they are structurally stable over a wide temper-
ature range, which makes the PMF (and thus the phase
diagram) predictions reasonably transferable to temperatures
beyond those used in the molecular dynamics simulations.47
2.1 Iron site model and molecular dynamics simulations

Molecular dynamics (MD) simulations are performed with the
Gromacs package48 using the Amber99sb forceeld49 and
explicit TIP4P water with Ewald summation.50 The full list of
simulation parameters is reported in Table 1.

Because of the unavailability of parameters for the iron site, we
build a bonded model whose initial structure is the crystal
structure of mut-RbPa with the four Ca atoms of the cysteines
replaced by hydrogens (Fig. 1). To determine the equilibrium
bond length of Fe–S, this model system is optimized using
Gaussian 03 (ref. 57) with B3LYP exchange–correlation
functional58,59 and 6-31+g(d)/6-31++g(d,p)/6-311++g(d,p)/
6-311++g(2d,2p) basis sets. The predicted distances conform to
the crystal structure. The harmonic bond stretching force
constant is calculated using the scheme presented in ref. 60. The
frequency analysis is performed using Gaussian 03 with the same
functional and basis set used to generate the Hessian of the
optimized structure in Cartesian coordinates. For each Fe–S bond,
a 3 � 3 matrix
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Table 1 MD simulations parameters

Parameter Value

Forceeld Amber99sb49

Water model Tip4pEW50

Ions Aqvist51

Temperature 300 K
Temperature control Nosé–Hoover thermostat52,53

Pressure 1 bar
Pressure control Parrinello–Rahman barostat54

Box dimension 6 nm � 6 nm � 12 nm
Periodic boundary conditions xyz
Electrostatic method PME55

Coulomb radius 1.4 nm
van der Waals method Cut-off
van der Waals radius 1.4 nm
Integration step 2 fs
Constraint algorithm Lincs56

Energy minimization Steepest-descent
Salt concentration 45 mM/3 M of NaCl
Spring constant 5000 kJ (mol�1 nm�2)

Fig. 1 Model system used to obtain the force constant parameters of
the Fe–S bonds.

Table 2 Parameters for the iron site determined using ab initio
calculations

Bond type Basis set
Bond
length (Å)

Force constant
(kcal mol�1 Å�2)

Fe(III)–S 6-31+g(d) 2.317 81.33
6-31++g(d,p) 2.317 81.35
6-311++g(d,p) 2.325 79.56
6-311++g(2d,2p) 2.322 79.68

Fe(II)–S 6-31+g(d) 2.416 44.02
6-31++g(d,p) 2.415 43.82
6-311++g(d,p) 2.425 43.57
6-311++g(2d,2p) 2.419 42.90
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is extracted from the Hessian. Its eigenvalues li and eigenvec-
tors vi are obtained through diagonalization. The harmonic
bond stretching force constant is then calculated as

kFe�S ¼ 1

2

X3

i¼1

liju$vij; (1)

where u is the normalized vector linking the iron center to the

sulfur. The coefficient
1
2
conforms to the functional form of the

Amber force eld. The parameters for the oxidized and the
reduced form of the site using the different basis sets are
reported in Table 2. The small changes in the resulting
parameters across the different basis sets indicate the robust-
ness of the model. For the purpose of this study, we specically
use the Fe(III)–S 6-311++g(2d,2p) model parameterization.

We verify the agreement between the PDB structure and the
electron density map with MolProbity.61 For wt-RbPf, a clash is
detected and the rotamer of Glu49 is accordingly adjusted. This
PDB structure is then immersed in water and ions, which
neutralize the protein charge and recreate the high-salt experi-
mental crystallization conditions. Steepest descent energy
minimization and 100 ps-long simulations at constant volume V
and temperature T ¼ 300 K (constant NVT ensemble) with
position restraints on the heavy atoms follow, in order to
equilibrate the system temperature and relax the solvent.
292 | Soft Matter, 2014, 10, 290–302
Because the proteins in these study have been previously
crystallized, the crystal contacts, i.e., the regions on the protein
surface that are within 4 Å from each other in the observed
protein crystal, are unique and easily identied from the PDB
structure. We follow the so matter hypothesis that these
regions trigger crystal formation, so they correspond to the
attractive patches in the coarse-grained model described in the
following section. This hypothesis is validated by the rest of our
analysis.

The PMF of each protein’s every crystal contact is determined
using the umbrella sampling and weighted histogram package
implemented in Gromacs.62 The principal axes of the inertia
tensor of the interface provide two axes in the plane of the
interface, and the third, which is orthogonal to the interface, is
used as reaction coordinate. Starting congurations are gener-
ated by pulling the center of mass of one protein along the
reaction coordinate while keeping the other protein xed. During
the pulling, we control the reciprocal orientation of the two
proteins as in ref. 42. We rst determine the four most stable
heavy atoms in the structure from individual MD simulations,
such that the tetrahedron dened by these four centers spans
most of the protein structure. We use the Ca of Ile7, Pro19, Asp35
and Glu52 for wt-RbPf and mut-RbPa. For mut-RbPf, we use the
Ca of Lys50 instead of Glu52, because the coordinates of the latter
residue are not reported in the PDB le. We then restrain the
angles between the edges of the two tetrahedra with a spring
constant of 5000 kJ (mol�1 rad�2). These restraints prevent the
proteins from rotating with respect to each other, yet allow ample
freedom for both the exible elements of the protein backbone
and the sidechains to uctuate, as shown by the typical uctua-
tion range of the Cas in the loops and C-terminus of the protein63

(Fig. 2). The starting congurations are sampled every 1 Å up to a
distance of 10 Å with a spring constant of 5000 kJ (mol�1 nm�2).
A production run of 40 ns follows a 10 ns equilibration at
constant temperature (300 K) and pressure (1 bar).

We estimate the umbrella sampling accuracy from 100
bootstraps.62 The standard deviation associated with the PMF
minimum is 2–3 kJ mol�1, which corresponds to a 10–20%
relative error on the interaction strength. Using three replicates
of the simulations provides a similar estimate. The uncertainty
is comparable with the systematic errors introduced by a given
choice of forceeld,65 and is thus in line with the overall
robustness of the schematic model parameters.
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2014



Fig. 2 Root mean-squared displacement (rmsd) fluctuations of the
Cas along the umbrella sampling simulations. The regions of higher
flexibility correspond to the protein’s loops (around residues 7, 20, 35
and 42) and C-terminus, which are in qualitative agreement with
earlier NMR studies.64

Fig. 3 Coarse-grained representation of the protein crystal (A)
through a patchy particle model (B). The blue spheres are proteins on
which each pair of patches corresponds to the crystal interface of the
same color. (C) Schematic of the interaction between two particles
through patch 2i and patch 2i � 1. The colored region represents the
angular width of the patch.
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The angular component of the interaction is obtained from
four independent 5 ns-long simulations that restrain the distance
between the centers ofmass of the two proteins for each interface
using a spring constant of 1000 kJ (mol�1 nm�2). To examine the
role of salt in Section 3.4, we perform 4 ns-long MD simulations
during which the proteins’ center of mass and reciprocal orien-
tations are constrained to their crystal form. The ion distribution
around the interface is measured every 20 ps. Their number
density is obtained by normalizing over the available volume
dened as the total volume minus the volume occupied by two
spheres of diameter s centered at the proteins center of mass.
2.2 Patchy particle model

In order to estimate the phase diagram of each protein and to
identify their facile crystallization regime, we model proteins as
hard spheres decorated by attractive patches representing the
crystal contacts (Fig. 3). Each particle carries 2 or 3 pairs of
patches. Patch 2i interacts only with 2i � 1, as in the Sear
model,66 while the range and width of the interactions are
independent parameters, as in the Kern–Frenkel model.39 In
contrast to the Sear and the Kern–Frenkel models, which both
assume the same interaction form for each pair of patches, we
allow the interaction to vary from one pair of patches to another,
capturing the chemically heterogeneous nature of the crystal
contact interactions.67

The interaction between particles 1 and 2, whose centers are
a distance r12 apart, is thus

fðr12;U1;U2Þ ¼ fHSðr12Þ þ
Xn

i¼1

�
f2i;2i�1ðr12;U1;U2Þ

þ f2i�1;2iðr12;U1;U2Þ
�
; (2)

where U1 and U2 are the Euler angles. A hard-sphere (HS)
potential captures the volume exclusion

fHS ¼
�
N r# s

0 r. s;
(3)
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2014
where s is the diameter of the particle. The patch–patch inter-
action is the product of a radial and an angular component

f2i,2i�1(r12, U1, U2) ¼ j2i,2i�1(r12)u2i,2i�1(U1, U2), (4)

where

j2i;2i�1 ¼
��3i r# li

0 r. li
(5)

and

u2i;2i�1ðU1;U2Þ ¼
�
1 q1;2i # d2i and q2;2i�1 # d2i�1

0 otherwise
: (6)

The interaction range between patch 2i and patch 2i� 1 is li,
d2i is the semi-width of patch 2i, and q1,2i is the angle between
the vector r12 and the vector dening patch 2i on particle 1, as
illustrated in Fig. 3C. An analogous denition holds for q2,2i�1.
Following the somatter convention, the model parameters are
expressed in reduced units.68 Lengths are in units of the sphere
diameter s, energies are in units of 300 K kB (�2.49 kJ mol�1),
where kB is Boltzmann’s constant, and temperatures are in units
of 300 K.

The model parameters are fully determined from the MD
simulations described above (Table 3). The particle diameter s
is set by the range of the strong repulsion between proteins, the
depth of the well 3i corresponds to the PMF minimum, and the
effective interaction range li is such that the specic patch
contribution to the second virial coefficient matches that of the
actual radial prole of the protein–protein interaction at the
crystal contact. The angular distribution of the congurational
space sets the width of the patches dened as

d2i ¼ min
�
asin

�
1
2li

�
; acosð1� 2~s2iÞ

�
; where ~s2i is the stan-

dard deviation of cos(d2i) distribution from the MD simulations.
The constraint sin(d2i) < (2li)

�1 guarantees that no patch can
form more than one bond. The location of the patches on the
Soft Matter, 2014, 10, 290–302 | 293



Table 3 Model parameters for wt-RbPf, mut-RbPf and mut-RbPa at 3
M of NaCl, and wt-RbPf at 45 mM of NaCl (low salt)

— wt-RbPf
wt-RbPf
(low salt) mut-RbPf mut-RbPa

s (nm) 2.2 2.2 2.2 1.9
l1 (s) 1.09 1.1 1.09 1.15
31 (kBT) 3.7 0.6 3.7 8.4
cos d1 0.9 0.89 0.9 0.93
cos d2 0.89 0.89 0.89 0.89
l2 (s) 1.1 1.1 1.1 1.1
32 (kBT) 2.8 2.4 4.7 7.6
cos d3 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95
cos d4 0.92 0.92 0.95 0.92
l3 (s) 1.15 1.15 1.15 —
33 (kBT) 3.3 2.9 3.3 —
cos d5 0.89 0.89 0.89 —
cos d6 0.89 0.89 0.89 —

Soft Matter Paper
sphere is obtained from the crystal contacts on the protein
(Fig. 3A and B). The protein crystal recorded in the PDB le is
expanded using PyMol. The centers of mass of each protein in
the unit cell are identied. The vectors connecting one protein’s
center of mass to its neighbors are then computed (the Carte-
sian coordinates of the patches are reported in Table 4). Because
of the P212121 symmetry of the protein crystals in this study,
each protein has six neighbors. In the case of mut-RbPa, only
four neighbors are sufficiently close (surface distance less than
4 Å) to be considered to be interacting, which is why only two
pairs of patches are reported.

The gas–liquid line of the phase diagram is obtained using
the Gibbs ensemble method69 and the critical temperature and
density using the law of rectilinear diameters.68 The solubility
line is computed by integrating the Clausius–Clapeyron equa-
tion starting from a rst coexistence point, determined using
free energy calculations and thermodynamic integration68,70

(the methodological details are the same as in ref. 71).
Table 4 Summary of the patch positions and the crystal properties for
dinates of the normalized vectors of themodels patches. Patch 1 interacts
the crystal unit cell: unit cell dimensions and positions of the proteins cen
cell obtained by applying, along each direction, a two-fold screw axis
properties are obtained from the PDB file

wt-RbPf and mut-RbPf

Patch x y

1 �0.7191 0.5659
2 0.7191 0.5659
3 �0.3813 �0.1669
4 �0.3813 �0.1669
5 0.3475 �0.7668
6 0.3475 0.7668

Position within the unit cell (s)
Reference 0 0
Screw axis along x 0.775 0.610
Screw axis along y 0.359 0.793
Screw axis along z 1.135 1.403
Unit cell length (s) 1.551 1.585
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3 Results

We describe below the MD results for the three proteins’ crystal
contacts and compare the experimental crystallization condi-
tions with the protein phase diagrams obtained by parameter-
izing the patchy particle model with the MD results. We then
analyze how salt affects the protein interactions and phase
diagrams, in order to understand the high salt conditions used
for crystallizing rubredoxin.

3.1 Crystal contacts of wt-RbPf and mut-RbPf

Fig. 4 reports the solvated protein–protein interaction as a
function of the center of mass–center of mass (COM–COM)
distance and of the proteins’ relative orientation for each crystal
contact (1, 2, and 3) obtained using MD simulations. The
orientationally-constrained potential of mean force (PMF) of wt-
RbPf is rst obtained in 3 M NaCl aqueous solution (Fig. 4A).
The PMF minimum for interface 1a and 2a matches the
observed crystal distance, while the crystal distance of interface
3a, although not exactly at the minimum of the PMF, is still
within the attractive well. The interfaces are differently attrac-
tive and show a varying range of interaction. The strong inter-
face 1a contains a combination of negatively and positively
charged residues suggesting that specic complementary
amino acids come in contact and trigger the interaction. We will
explore this interface in more details in Section 3.4. The relative
abundance of apolar residues73,74 in interfaces 2a and 3a
compared to interface 1a suggests that hydrophobicity here
drives the attraction. The major difference between these two
interfaces is the presence of a barrier for interface 2a, which is
likely caused by the interference of the disordered C-terminus of
one chain with the crystal packing. The high B-factor of this
region reported in the PDB le suggests it is highly exible. The
C-terminus appears to interact with the neighboring chain by
forming a series of backbone–backbone hydrogen bonds at
crystal distance (rst minimum). When the two chains are at
the proteins in this study. The first section reports the Cartesian coor-
with 2, patch 3 with 4 and patch 5 with 6. The second section describes
ter of mass within the unit cell. Both crystals have 4 proteins in their unit
to the protein in the asymmetric unit cell (reference). The unit cell

mut-RbPa

z x y z

�0.4032 0.6268 �0.2698 �0.731
�0.4032 �0.6268 �0.2698 �0.731
�0.9093 �0.008 �0.9288 0.3706
0.9093 �0.008 0.9288 0.3706
0.5397
0.5397

0 0 0 0
1.551 0.629 1.705 1.521
0.558 1.249 0.988 0.394
0.993 0.620 0.727 1.127
1.986 1.257 1.975 2.254

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2014



Fig. 4 PMF for wt-RbPf (A), mut-RbPf (B) and mut-RbPa (C). The filled circles indicate the COM–COM distance in the crystal. The interface
surfaces between neighboring proteins identify the pair-wise interactions of residues involved in crystal contacts.72

Fig. 5 PMF of two alternate protein–protein interfaces. Random
interface 1 is built using one chain oriented as in interface 1a and one
chain oriented as in interface 2a (solid line). Random interface 2 is the
most favorable configuration found by RosettaDock (dashed line).

Paper Soft Matter
2.5 nm apart the connection breaks. The C-terminus becomes
very mobile and appears to impede the protein interaction,
which is the source of the free-energy barrier. This oscillatory
behavior in the PMF is thus likely unphysical and due to a
combination of a poor choice of reaction coordinate and the
slow dynamics of the C-terminus. Although in most cases con-
straining the movement along a single direction that is
orthogonal to the interface plane is a reasonable approach for
separating a pair of proteins, here this setup effectively limits
the energetically favorable congurations between the
C-terminus and the other chain by reducing the directions of
approach between the two chains. In addition, the attachment–
detachment dynamics of the tail at intermediate distance is
much slower than the simulation time, which causes a poor
equilibration of these simulations. As a result, the PMF prole
of this interface is less reliable than the others, although it
remains sufficiently accurate to parameterize the patchy model.

The effect of the C-terminus tail is also evident in mut-RbPf
PMF (Fig. 4B). The mutations of this protein are not involved in
any crystal contact, which leaves the crystal packing unchanged.
The PDB le (PDB code: 1IU5), however, does not specify coor-
dinates for the C-terminus tail, because the electron densities of
these two residues is too poor for accurate modeling.44 We
therefore compute the PMF for interface 2b (identical to 2a)
omitting the C-terminus (deletion of Glu52 and Aps53). The
resulting prole does not show any signicant barrier and rea-
ches a more negative free energy. This nding supports the
negative effect of the disordered C-terminus on crystal packing in
agreement with the general understanding that highly-exible
regions of the protein may hinder crystallization.

The N-terminal methionine and formylmethionine variants
(PDB codes: 1BQ8, 1BQ9)43 were crystallized under identical
experimental conditions and show identical crystal forms,
because the mutated region is not involved in any crystal
contact.

This analysis of crystal contacts is not necessarily exhaustive
if we assume that non-specic interactions can stem from
hundreds of thousands of different protein–protein orienta-
tions.75 Yet these interactions have to be sufficiently strong
compared to kBT in order to actually drive protein assembly.
This threshold dramatically reduces the number of potential
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2014
crystal contacts, and thus relevant patches. To assess the
randomness of crystal contacts, we determine the PMF for three
alternate protein orientations that one may assume to be
amongst the most attractive. The rst is a hybrid of interface 1a
and 2a, which determines whether a given patch only interacts
with its partner patch. Fig. 5 shows that the rst interaction is
mostly repulsive and weakly attractive at short range, in support
of our patch-specic assumption. The second and third are the
top two scored congurations found by RosettaDock.76,77 The
highest scored interaction is as attractive as actual crystal
contacts, but would result in a crystal of dimers because the
surface regions of the two interacting chains involved in the
contact are the same. MD simulations further show that the
solid angle spanned by this interaction is very narrow (cos d ¼
0.99), which suggests that this contact is much more orienta-
tionally specic than typical crystal contacts (patch widths in
Table 3). In addition, the PDB has no record of a rubredoxin
dimer, which suggests that the remaining open surface of the
dimer presents no patch sufficiently strong to further drive
crystal assembly. Finally, the second strongest interaction pre-
dicted by Rosetta is both non-dimeric and non-attractive (not
shown), and we expect other contacts to result in even weaker
interactions. This nding supports the notion that crystal
contacts, although biologically non-functional, are denitely
not in all ways similar to random protein–protein interfaces.
They are undeniably characterized by some level of chemical
complementarity and specicity.
Soft Matter, 2014, 10, 290–302 | 295



Fig. 6 (A) Detail of the interaction between Arg50 and the neighboring
chain in interface 1 in mut-RbPa. The solid line identifies the salt-
bridge with Asp35 and the dashed line the hydrogen bond with the
carbonyl group of Asn21. (B) Interaction of Lys50 with the neighboring
chain after deleting the last residue of wt-RbPf and fitting the structure
in order to overlap the crystal contact of mut-RbPa. The lysine residue
can either form the hydrogen bond or the salt-bridge, but not both.
Bond lengths (in Å) are reported above the bond lines. (C) The PMF for
the interface represented in panel B indicates a neutral interaction
between the two chains.
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3.2 Crystal contacts of mut-RbPa

Mut-RbPa has crystal contacts that are all substantially different
from those of the previous two proteins. Although each chain
has six nearest neighbors, only four of them (forming two
interfaces) are sufficiently close to contribute to the pair
attraction (Fig. 4C). Interface 2c is mostly hydrophobic, but the
hydrophobic component on interface 1c is relatively small. The
attraction is instead dominated by a salt-bridge between Arg50
and Asp35, which is stable between 1.9 and 2.1 nm, while at
larger distances water lls the gap between the two proteins.
The PMF therefore rst plateaus, then rapidly increases
(Fig. 4C). The resulting distance at crystal contact for interface
1c and 2c are congruent with the PMF minimum.

Assuming that the strongest pair interaction determines the
nucleation process, one may wonder why interface 1c in mut-
RbPa is absent from the crystal contacts of wt-RbPf. We note
that interface 1c misses the C-terminus and Lys50 is mutated to
arginine. Deleting the C-terminus allows the two chains to t
closely together and the arginine residue to form a salt bridge
with Asp35 (Fig. 6A). To test whether the creation of this new
interface can be attributed to the shorter tail of mut-RbPa, we
delete the C-terminus of wt-RbPf and t the two chains to the
structure of interface 1c (Fig. 6B). The PMF indicates that the
interaction between the two chains remains non-attractive
(Fig. 6C), i.e., lysine and arginine are not here interchangeable.
Closer examination reveals that both Arg50 nitrogen groups
interact with the other chain through a salt bridge and a
hydrogen bond. Conversely, lysine offers a single nitrogen
group to compete with solvation. In agreement with lysine’s
solvation free energy being nearly twice more negative than that
of arginine,78 we nd that lysine solvates immediately and does
not interact with the other protein chain. This nding suggests
that the lysine at position 50 in RbPf prevents the formation of a
crystal contact analogous to interface 1c in mut-RbPa. Replac-
ing this lysine with an arginine should thus favor a 1c-like
interface in RbPf and allow wt-RbPf and mut-RbPf to crystallize
isomorphously to mut-RbPa.
Fig. 7 Phase diagram for wt-RbPf, mut-RbPf and mut-RbPa at 3 M of
NaCl and wt-RbPf at 45 mM of NaCl. The fluid–solid lines (F/S) for the
four systems are represented respectively by left-pointed triangles,
circles, squares and right-pointed triangles. The gas–liquid (G/L) are
indicated by the corresponding empty symbols (thicker edge symbol
indicates the critical point). The dashed lines correspond to the
temperatures at which the crystallization experiments were con-
ducted. The dotted line indicates the maximum reachable density for
the experimental protein solution of wt-RbPf.
3.3 Patchy particle models and phase diagrams

Fig. 7 illustrates the phase diagram for patchy particle models
parameterized with the above MD results for each protein. The
uid–solid line (F/S) marks the coexistence conditions between
solvated and crystallized proteins, while the gas–liquid coexis-
tence line (G/L) identies the conditions under which high and
low concentration solutions of proteins can coexist. As expected
from the relatively short radial range of the attraction (�5–15%s),
in all cases the G/L line is metastable with respect to the solu-
bility line. The observed relative variations of the attraction
width (between 1 and 5%) and range (between 5 and 10%s) only
change the melting temperature by up to 3% and the critical
temperature by up to 8%, which supports the robustness of the
schematic models in the crystallization zone. The phase
diagrams allow us to predict the conditions under which crys-
tallization can be successful, i.e., between the solubility line and
the critical point, the conditions under which the protein will be
undersaturated, i.e., above the F/S line, and the conditions
296 | Soft Matter, 2014, 10, 290–302
under which over-nucleation and amorphous aggregation
occurs, i.e., below the G/L line. These predictions can be
straightforwardly validated by comparing these phase diagrams
with the experimental crystallization conditions. Remarkably,
for all three proteins the experimental temperature falls within
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2014
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10% of the crystallization gap, which is comparable with the
estimated uncertainty of the coexistence lines due to the error in
the MD simulations.

In the case of wt-RbPf, it is not unreasonable that an unusual
high density has to be reached to cross the solubility line. Given
the initial experimental protein and salt concentrations in the
sample and in the buffer, the protein concentration can reach

up to r ¼ N
V
z 0:55.‡ This observation in conjunction with the

higher error of the MD results for interface 2a rationalizes the
more limited agreement between model and experiment in this
case.

For the phase diagram of mut-RbPa, we nd the temperature
at which the protein was experimentally crystallized (293 K) to
be very near the model’s critical temperature, close to the
amorphous regime. Interestingly, in the same crystallography
study, the wild type of RbPa was crystallized at a poorer reso-
lution and in a different unit cell by adding dioxane to the
sample.45 By comparing the crystal forms of the two proteins, we
identify one mutation (Arg5) that is involved in two crystal
contacts of the wild-type, but not of the mutant, which can in
principle trigger the formation of a different crystal form.
Simulations show, however, that the contacts involving the
mutation are much less attractive than the mut-RbPa crystal
contacts in the absence of dioxane (Fig. 8). This result suggests
that the wild-type should crystallize isomorphously to the
mutant under the mutant’s crystallization condition, i.e.,
without dioxane. Because similar crystal contacts should
correspond to similar phase diagrams, we expect these solution
conditions to be near the G/L line for the wild-type, as they were
to the mutant’s. It is therefore not surprising that the study
reports excessive nucleation of the wild-type when crystalliza-
tion was attempted without dioxane. Small perturbation of the
wild type interactions due to the mutations or to variations in
Fig. 8 PMF for the two interfaces involving Arg5 (explicitly shown in
the left panel) in wt-RbPa. The simulations, run at 3 M of NaCl and
without dioxane, show much weaker attraction than the crystal
contacts of mut-RbPa.

‡ We dene rip ¼ Np

V i as the initial protein density, risalt ¼
Nsalt

V i as the initial salt

density and rfsalt ¼
Nsalt

V f as the nal salt density assumed to be equal to the salt

density in the buffer, then the nal protein density is

rfp ¼ Np

V f
¼ Np

Nsalt

rfsalt ¼
Np

Nsalt

rfsalt
V i

V i
¼ rip

risalt
rfsalt:
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the experimental solution concentrations may have sufficed to
tilt the system below the G/L line. Two experimental approaches
can then overcome the problem: weakening the protein inter-
actions by changing the solution conditions, or increasing the
solution temperature. The authors of the study, as many before
them, opted for the rst approach and added dioxane to the
solution. This additive enhances electrostatic interactions and
results in an effective repulsion between proteins, which
(naturally) carry the same net charge. Increasing the tempera-
ture might, however, have been a better strategy than adding a
cosolute, in order to reproducibly obtain high-resolution crys-
tals. Such strategy has already proven useful in obtaining better
quality crystals in other proteins, but it is “oen neglected
despite its proven impact”,79,80 possibly because of the poor
microscopic understanding of the approach until now.

It is important to note that the assumption of similar phase
diagrams only holds if the residues that differ between the two
proteins do not strongly affect protein–protein interactions,
which is not always the case. Comparing wt-RbPf and mut-RbPa
shows that a single mutation (lysine to arginine) there
dramatically affects the crystal organization (Section 3.2).
3.4 Effect of low salt concentration on wt-RbPf

All crystallized rubredoxins have been precipitated out of rela-
tively high salt concentration (�3 M) solutions. In order to get a
clearer understanding of this feature and to validate the
robustness of our method, we also calculate the PMF of wt-RbPf
at low salt concentration (45 mM). This approach enables us to
identify the differences that make this solution condition
unsuitable to crystallizing rubredoxin.

Salt only weakly perturbs the PMF of interfaces dominated by
hydrophobic attraction (within the simulation error, Fig. 9), in
agreement with NaCl being a weak salting-out agent.81 Interface
1a, however, becomes signicantly less attractive at 45mMNaCl
(Fig. 10). The microscopic origin of this effect is detected by
examining the behavior of ions around the interface at high and
intermediate salt concentration (3 M and 0.5 M of NaCl).

Interface 1a contains six negatively (two on one chain and
four on the other) and three positively (all on a single chain)
charged residues. It should thus be highly hydrated, as it is
found in both the PDB structure (1BRF) and the simulations.
The overall electrostatic repulsion between the two proteins at
this interface is weakly screened at low salt concentration, but
not at high salt concentration. The positively charged residues
at the edge of the interface are then accessible to ions and
therefore screened, while the negatively charged residues
buried in the core of the interface are much less screened. As a
result, like charge repulsions between residues on different
proteins and opposite-charge attractions between residues on
the same protein are weakened, while unlike charges on
different proteins at the core of the interface remain essentially
unscreened. A net effective attraction between the two chains is
then observed (Fig. 11). In other words, when no ions are
present, the positively charged Lys6 interacts with Glu49 on the
same chain and not with the polar carboxyl of Gly22 on the
other chain. If the salt concentration increases, Glu49 is entirely
Soft Matter, 2014, 10, 290–302 | 297



Fig. 9 PMF for wt-RbPf in a 45 mM solution of NaCl.

Fig. 10 PMF of interface 1 for wt-RbPf at different salt concentrations
and for the E49A mutant at 45 mM of NaCl (SER).

Fig. 11 Number density of counter ions as a function of distance from
the charge of three different residues: Glu49 on chain A (solid), Lys6 on
chain A (dashed) and the oxygen of Gly22 on chain B (point-dashed).
Black lines refer to the 3 M NaCl simulations, grey lines to the 0.5 M
NaCl simulations. The inset shows the location of the residues at
crystal contact. At low salt concentration Glu49 interacts with Lys6 on
the same chain (arrow a), while at higher salt concentration Glu49 is
screened and Lys6 interacts with the carboxyl group of Gly22 on the
other chain (arrow b).
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screened by counter ions beyond 2 Å (black solid line), but both
Lys6 and Gly22 still interact with each other. To further support
this interpretation, we observe that by replacing Glu49 with a
neutral alanine the resulting PMF is attractive even at low salt
concentration (SER prole in Fig. 10).

The phase diagram obtained by parameterizing the model’s
interface 1a at low salt concentration pushes the solubility line
to lower temperature and moves the crystallization gap further
away from the experimentally accessible temperature range.
The model, therefore, suggests a nearly-quantitative explana-
tion for choosing high salt crystallization conditions for this
family of proteins.

4 Discussion

From this proof-of-concept study, we can draw microscopic
insights about the underlying structural biology and somatter
motivations for its inception.

4.1 Surface entropy reduction

The surface entropy reduction mutagenesis approach, rooted in
extended crystallographic expertise,25 has been statistically
justied by mining the PDB.23 Although its microscopic basis
lies on reducing the entropic cost of crystallization, it also
298 | Soft Matter, 2014, 10, 290–302
implicitly accounts for other effects by targeting specic residue
types (lysines and glutamic acids) and not other equivalently
highly entropic side chains (arginines and aspartic acids).82

The analysis of crystal contacts presented here allows us to
go beyond the statistical justications and offers a physical
rationale for the observed difference in behavior between resi-
dues with a similar entropy. In interface 1c of mut-RbPa, for
instance, we verify that replacing Arg50 with a lysine signi-
cantly weakens the energetic interaction, in spite of the two
residues having a similar entropy.23 In this specic case, the
different propensity of forming multiple intermolecular inter-
actions and the solvation free energy play key roles in dis-
tinguishing the contribution of the two side chains. This effect
thus offers an explanation as to why lysine is a good SER target,
while arginine is not.

We also obtain an example where a targeted mutation is
advantageous from both a SER and an energetic point of view. We
show that at low salt concentration wt-RbPf would not crystallize,
at least not in the same form. As observed in the analysis of
interface 1a, the electrostatic interaction of Glu49 with Lys6 at low
salt concentration prevents the inter-chain interaction between
Lys6 and Gly22 and therefore also the protein’s crystallization. For
wt-RbPf, the SER approach specically recommends replacing
Glu49 with alanine.82 Mutating Glu49 deletes the responsible
charge and strengthens the pair interaction by an alternate route
to increasing the salt concentration. In this situation, the sug-
gested mutation would likely help crystal formation in part
because it reduces the surface entropy, but mainly because it
changes the interface electrostatic potential (Fig. 10).

The microscopic analysis of the crystal contacts in this work
provides physical evidence that both support and modulate the
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2014
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statistical ndings about them.23 For one thing, compression of
the lattice unit cells and readjustments of polar residues are
common effects of crystal freezing,83 which can bias analyses
based on PDB structures alone. Our solvated approach overrides
some of these biases by simulating experimental crystallization
temperatures, where the protein properties are averaged over a
thermal ensemble of congurations. This claried picture also
suggests ways to improve the success of SER-like methods.
Analyzing the nature of the surrounding amino acids along the
chain, for instance, should help identify residues that weaken
interactions by disrupting hydrophobic patches or by
competing with favorable inter-chain interactions.

The general strategy of strengthening protein interactions
does not, however, always results in better crystals. The
connection we establish between protein–protein interactions
and the overall protein-solution phase diagram claries
this key point. If a protein gels or over nucleates, the crystalli-
zation conditions should instead be chosen to weaken these
interactions, which can be achieved, for some maybe counter-
intuitively, by increasing temperature and thus entropy’s
contribution to protein–protein interactions.
4.2 Patchy models

The central premise that the phase behavior of crystallizing
proteins could be understood from that of particles with short-
range anisotropic interactions is here veried, at least for a set
of small and compact globular proteins. The typical regime for
successful experimental crystallization is intermediate between
the metastable critical point and the solubility line at low to
intermediate protein concentrations, which results in open
crystal structures dominated by directional interactions.67

It is by now well understood that reducing the range and
surface coverage of attraction lowers the critical temperature
and broadens the crystallization regime.38,39,84 The critical point
may or may not assist nucleation,85,86 but the question is of little
relevance if the protein is in any case highly soluble. Our study
shows that in a low-salt aqueous environment RbPf and its
mutants, for instance, do not crystallize because their solubility
lines lie either at very low temperatures or at high densities. The
addition of salt to the solution strengthens the pair interaction,
but does not signicantly affect its range or width, except for
incompletely screened electrostatic interactions. The pair
interactions therefore naturally results in an attraction range
that lies between 1 and 3 Å. The parameter that most affects
solubility is the interaction strength. The phase diagram in
Fig. 7 shows that in order to achieve reasonable solubility at
room temperature, the average interaction strength per patch
should be of order 8 kJ mol�1 for a protein with six crystal
contacts and of 20 kJ mol�1 for a protein with four. A larger
protein would shrink the fraction of the protein diameter s over
which the attraction is felt as well as its angular span. Although
tightening the fractional range by an order of magnitude
dramatically affects the critical point location, it only weakly
perturbs the position of the solubility line. If anything, crystal-
lization may then become easier. The fact that it generally is not
highlights the incompleteness of this description. One should
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2014
probably include a larger number of patches for larger proteins.
We get back to this question in the conclusion.

A common assumption in patchy particle models is that the
patch–patch interactions responsible for crystallization are
essentially identical. Our simulations clearly show that it is not
the case in proteins. Comparing the phase diagram of wt-RbPf
and mut-RbPa indicates that it may be more efficient to have
many weaker patches than few stronger patches, in order to
decrease the solubility of a protein. If we rescale the temper-
ature over the average energy per particle in the crystal (�8 kBT
for wt-RbPf and �16 kBT for mut-RbPa), the solubility line of
mut-RbPa drops below that of wt-RbPf, indicating that mut-
RbPf is crystallized by making up for the absence of an inter-
face by having a drastically increased attraction strength
for the others. This observation motivates the study of how
the distribution of energy across patches affects the phase
diagram.71

Modifying the interaction strength is equivalent to rescaling
temperature. A patchy model with stronger interactions maps to
the same phase diagram with higher temperatures. From a
practical point of view, except for small changes to solution
temperatures, tuning the strength of the interaction is,
however, quite difficult to achieve and typically requires a
detailed microscopic understanding of the system. Our results
show that even small details, such as mutating a lysine to an
arginine, or the preferential screening observed at high salt
concentration, can signicantly affect the interaction. Echoing
the SER discussion, we thus urge for more systematic atomistic-
level studies of this question.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we have studied the interaction of three closely
related proteins of the rubredoxin family using an approach
that bridges the structural biology and so matter descriptions
of protein crystallization. It allowed us to characterize repre-
sentative values of protein–protein interactions and to obtain
reasonable phase diagrams, providing a microscopic explana-
tion of why certain simple mutations can dramatically affect a
protein’s crystallization behavior. The correspondence between
protein crystallization and patchy models phase diagrams
provides guidelines to avoid gelation and over-nucleation and,
more generally, draw stronger parallels between schematic
models for so matter and protein assembly.

Because the goal of this study is to verify the correspondence
between patchy particle models and real proteins, and to identify
microscopic mechanisms that trigger these interactions, we have
here focused on a protein for which structure and crystal contacts
are known. The interacting patches are here directly extracted
from the known protein crystal contacts. Although one does not
typically have access to such detailed information when
attempting to crystallize a protein de novo, this approach can
nonetheless be of merit even when patch identication cannot be
directly read off from a PDB le. For instance, if a low-resolution
crystal is available, a rough estimate of the protein structure can
be t to the electron density map and the crystal contacts so
analyzed. MD simulations would then allow to relax and correct a
Soft Matter, 2014, 10, 290–302 | 299
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defective initial structure and give reasonable results for the
crystal contact interactions. The phase diagram of the resulting
model can be used to guide subsequent attempts at improving the
crystal resolution. Similarly, if the structure of a homologue or a
mutant is known, MD simulations of its crystal contacts in which
the differences between the target protein and the one available
are replaced in vitro can be used to obtain an initial phase diagram
and tune the conditions to obtain an isomorphous crystal for the
target protein.

In the worst case scenario, the case in which nothing is known
beyond a protein’s primary sequence, our approach has to be
preceded by some analysis of the protein surface. Multiple itera-
tions between simulations and experiments would then likely be
necessary. Protein folding algorithms, although far from reliably
and systematically predicting the full three-dimensional structure
of a protein, may help guess which residues are likely to be on the
surface and closed to which others.87 This rough surface map
could then be used to identify problematic regions that hinder
protein–protein interactions and thus determine good targets for
mutations, as suggested in Section 4.1. Our microscopic analysis
further suggests that crystal contacts are mostly characterized by
specic patterns of hydrophobic, charged and polar residues and
by the presence of few residues, i.e., arginine, that have peculiar
chemistry. This observation justies and encourages extensive
simulations to characterize the interaction between patterns of
these residues in different solution conditions. This information
could be collected in a dictionary that is searched to nd potential
crystal contacts on a protein given a coarse map of its surface. The
set of potential crystal contacts could then be used as set of
patches in the model to obtain a rst guess of phase diagram to
tune crystallization conditions. The location of the patches,
although important in the actual protein and in the formation of a
given crystal versus another, only weakly affects crystallization in
patchy models71 and can, therefore, be adjusted in a second step.
We anticipate that future studies will clarify the usefulness of such
a scheme.

Considering more complex proteins would also require intro-
ducing additional features to the schematic models. For example,
some proteins assemble in more than one crystal form, each
involving a distinct set of crystal contacts. Consequently, they
should be characterized by a larger set of patches. Although
different crystal forms might result in very similar protein struc-
tures, they are nevertheless interesting because they can produce
higher resolution crystals or highlight dynamical features that
would otherwise be unnoticed in the static crystallographic view,
such as the hinge-bending angle in lysozyme.88 The position and
the parameterization of the patches may also not be kept xed if
conformational changes occur on a timescale similar to crystal-
lization, such as in intrinsically disordered proteins. Work in this
direction should help clarify both the so matter and structural
biology viewpoints.
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